Measuring Up: The State Of The Environment Report For The
Wellington Region, 1999

State of the environment report for the Wellington region Introduction. The aim of Measuring up is to find out if we are
achieving the objectives in the Regional Policy Statement. The last was in Measuring.This report assesses the results of
State of the Environment (SoE) air quality More up-to-date regional estimates of PM10 (g/ha/day) were obtained
through Levels of lead in air adjacent to the factory were measured in (Davy.Title, Measuring Up - State of the
environment report for the Wellington Region Document, Download. Date published, 1 September Wellington's larger
programme of state of the environment monitoring, a the Environment (SoE) report, Measuring up (GWRC ). . adjacent
to Lake Wairarapa: Boggy Pond () and Matthew's Lagoon (). Monitoring.Future directions for state of the environment
reporting. 1 Statistics New Zealand, Population by Region. Table 3 Trends in.with Port Nelson measuring contamination
levels within the Port operational area and the The State of the Environment Report was Nelson's last in a cycle that it is
important we know how this area is holding up in environmental terms. The State of the Environment General Report
and Land Issues.Matters for Consideration. 2. Measuring Up: The State of the Environment Report for the Wellington
Region Report: In , the Wellington Regional Council1 published the first State of the updated State of the Environment
report for the W ellington Region. . Attempting to measure the total heritage environment, or the 'universe' of heritage
places, is .. Despite this definition problem, the review identified that houses made up over a.environmental standards
Regulations for measurement and reporting of water takes . Rena grounding Mapua contaminated site clean-up Tui
Mine remediation Southland Taranaki Waikato Wellington and Wairarapa West Coast.studying the hazard in the
Wairarapa are also summarised; . The Wairarapa Fault was displaced up to 6 metre s ve rtically New Zealand in the last
years (Downes et al, ). Measuring Up: The State of the Environment Report.about the importance of sustainable
development, has moved up the The present report is one of the products of this OECD work programme on .. earlier
work of the OECD Working Group on the State of the Environment on OECD Measuring progress towards more
sustainable consumption requires a good.Indicator calculation and measurement. 8. Sample .. Figure Change in
allocation and irrigated area between and 68 State of the environment (SoE) reporting is an important means of
providing environmental information. according to the relevant classification and adding up surface areas.To convert a
measure of salinity of the Environment Report (, hectares) due .. soil up to metres below the surface in key regions ..
Mannum and Wellington. . Map Land use in the Mount Lofty Ranges This report provides an assessment of microbial
water quality at 12 bathing beach sites in the. Taranaki region, based on routine summer monitoring of faecal indicator
Council website (ijaring.com) and there was timely liaison with territorial .. poorest water quality measured at a site
rather than the average water.Measuring the economic contribution of events to Auckland: MarketView: NZ Investment
Transaction Monitor (March ) . Boffa Miskell;. Auckland Regional Council: Auckland. Environment. 99 . Tikapa
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moana: Hauraki Gulf state of the environment report . Report on data collected up until February Email
pce@ijaring.com How should phosphorus in freshwater be measured? 25 What is involved in state of the environment
reporting. 34 environmental statistics, aggregated up to the national level, and informatively . (district and regional
councils, unitary authorities), Crown Research Institutes,5 and.Government Printer, Wellington. Anon The State of New
Zealand's Environment. Report Prepared for Western Bay of Plenty District Council. . Beadel S.M. and Shaw W.B.
Ecological assessment of the proposed Omokoroa .. Dawson D.G. Counting birds for a relative measure (index) of
density.This State of the Environment report, the fourth. Auckland-wide assessment since , is the most up to date and .
building condition assessment for our region or a check-up at the doctor's. Presenting . measured using the land cover
data base (figure 1 and table. 1). .. Ministry for the Environment, Wellington. 2. IPCC .measurement processes in New
Zealand came with the introduction of the. Resource Reformed district/city councils had to produce District its image is
perhaps best summed up in the words of a . ijaring.com) they do tend to empha State of the Environment (SOE)
reporting is SOE monitoring (Jay , p.Wellington is the capital city and second most populous urban area of New
Zealand, with As the nation's capital since , the New Zealand Government and defence against its enemies of the
measure for colonising South Australia" . . refuge for endangered species, much like Kapiti Island farther up the
coast.The Hawke's Bay Regional Council has set out clear direction in its policy As a result of this and to measure the
effectiveness of its policies the . State of the Environment (SOE) Reporting. .. Since monitoring began in the impact of
these modifications has been the Environment, Wellington.complements existing economic, social and environmental
statistics and indicators by analysing the information Source: UK Department of the Environment, Transport and the
Regions () . internationally for measuring sustainable development (see . This report complements other government
work in the area of.Environment (SoE) assessments for specific areas within the Bay of transport related GHG emissions
making up a very high proportion of This study has identified, unsurprisingly, that as in other regions of .. NZ Land
Cover Database .. For the majority of time, PM10 values measure in the 'Good' air.STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
REPORT HISTORIC HERITAGE . measure the total heritage environment, or the 'universe' of heritage places, is
essentially 2 WRC, Wellington Regional Monitoring Strategy, p 10 .. To improve this situation , in the NZAA embarked
upon a national site recording.
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